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tamned in this Bill. Comparing the p~resent
position, Federal and State, and taking the
lpresent distribution, we find that the metropolitan seats comprise 13-I have included
Swan as one of the metropolitan seats;
northern seats comprise 4; country seats
20; goldfields central seats 4, and outer
goldilds seats 0. If those seats were reallocated under the present system of Federal distribution, we would have 20 seats
iii the metropolitan division, one in the
northern, 10 in the country, two in the
goldfields central, and two in the outer goldfields. On the other hand, by co-ordinating
the State end Federal systems we could have
a method of representation to apply to both
State and Federal in this way: We could
have two metropolitan divisions containing
four metropolitan provinces and those four
metropolitan provinces would contain 20
Assembly seats. We could have two country divisions containing four country provinces and 20 Assembly districts, whereas
the goldields. pastoral division, comprising
practically five-sixths of the State, would
have two pastoral provinces and 10 Assembly districts. Although that would work
out quite satisfactorily as far ns the divisions5 are concerned and would enable the 50
Assembly districts to be brougait into line
with the existing five Federal divisions, I
do not think the proposal would meet with
the approval of the people of Western Australia at the present time. Still, that seems
to be the only practicable basis on which to
eliminate the duplication of subdivisions,
which will cause a lot of confusion. I was
hoping that the Bill would be held up until
we got the Electoral Districts Act Amendment Bill from another place, and I am glad
thie Chief Secretary adopted that course.
We now have that Bill before us, and we
can see the principle of redistribution proposed by the Government. When the Chief
Secretary replies to the debate on this Bill,
.1 should like him to indicate how the new
distribution will fit in with this proposal
for joint rolls.
The Chief Secretary: I have no idea.
Hon. H_ SEDDON: Perhaps the Minister
could show how the difficulties under this
Bill, instanced by Mr. Cornell and
Mr.
Harris, could he overcome with the basis
of representation proposed in the Electoral
Districts Act Amendment Bill. It appears
to mue that those obstacles are insurmountable under the drafting of the Bill now be-

Core us. I should like to hear the Chief
Secretary on that point when he replies.
On motion by Hon. G. Fraser, debate
adjourned.
House adjournzed at 8.50 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.3(
p.m., and read prayersQUESTION-STATE

SAW MILLS.

Hon. J. J. HOLMES (for Hon. A. Love.
kin) asked the Chief Secretary: At whal
date did the honourable association amd
understanding between the State saw milk
and the timber trading companies cease tc
have effect?
The CHIEF SECRETARY replied: Foi
somne years past the State Saw Mills Department have not taken any part in thc
business of the employers' organisations.
MOTION-STANWDING ORDERS.
Order of the Day read for the resumption
from the 30th October of the debate on th(
following motion by Hon. J. R. Brown:That it be referred to the Standing OrderE
Committee to consider the desirability of sub.
mitting new Standing Orders to enable a
Select Committee to be appointed for the pur.
pose of inquiring into, and] reporting on, any
regulation lairi on the Table of the House, and
to consider and renort as to any other amend.
meats to the Standing Orders which they deem
desirable.
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secure the sanction of Parliament to rectify thle position.
lIon. E. Rose: Have you got a plan q

Hon. E. H. CRAY: Ko, it is a very short
street and a plan is scarcely necessary. Mr.
-.
12
Holmes will know the place well. In order
to relieve the congestion in the streets, it
was deemed advisable to extend QueenKitson
street to Cantonment-street, and a line of
Brown
shops and offices has been erected on both
(elr) sides of this short street.
.Hon. Sir Edward Wittenoom:
Where10V
-
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Mon. w. H.
J. Rt.

Noui 9.
J. N. Drew
Hion. 0. W. Miles
J. T. Franklin
H.Beddon
Hon.
W. T. Olasheen
Hon.: H. A. Stephenson
1E. H, H. Hall
lion. H. stewsrt
V, Hameraley
Hon. C. H. W1Vlteit..on
3. j. Holmes
Hon. Sir S. Witten.rnj
G. A. Kenipton
HOn. HL J1. Yellsnd
Sir W. Lathlamn
Ron. E. Rose

(Telwe.)

Question thus negatived.

BILL-ROAD CLO SURE
(QUEEN-STREET.)
S'econd Reading.
HON. E, H. GRAY (West) [5.39] in
moving- the second reading- said: This is
a short Bil11 it is necessary to have in
order to rectify an er-ror made by the Fremantle Municipal Council some time ago
when they repurchased land and made a
street from Queen-street to Cantonmentstreet, really a short continuation of the
existing Queen-street from Adelaide-street
to Canton men t-street. The council did not
realise that it was necessary to get the
sanction of Parliament before they could
sell any portion of repurchased land that
had been declared a public highway. After
the blocks were purchased it was found that
there was an elbow at the Adelaide-street
end and another elbow in Cautonmcenrstreet. In order to improve the alignment,
a piece of land was purchased on the
Adelaide-street corner to straighten that
portion of the street, and the opposite corner in Cantonment-street was sold. A building is now in course of construction On it.
'When application was made to the Registrar of Titles it was found that the sanction of Parliament would have to he obtained before parting with any of that new
highlway. The Bill has been introduced, to

abouts is this land for sale; is it on the
north or south of the street?
floti. E. H. GRAY : It is on the south
side.
I-on. J. J. Holmes You speak of an elhow. I cannot follow you in that.
Rion. E. 11. GRAY:
The council parchased certain blocks going from Adelaidestreet to Cantonnment-street and declared a
public highway.
On the Adelaide-street
corner there was an elbow and on the opposite side, in Cantonment-street, there was
another The council purchased a piece of
land in Adelaide-street so as to make
that side of the street perfectly straight.
To do that they had to sell a small
Portion of the repurchased land. That has
been sold, I understand, to the Fremantle
Building Society, and offices aire being
erected on the block. The council should
have taken steps to purchase the land and
make the street straight before declaring
a public highway.
Hon. Sir William: Lathinin: Do the Fremantle council support this?
I-on. E. H. GRAY: They requested me
to introduce the Bill. The whole business
is being held up, and nothing can be done
until the title goes through. I mhoveThat the Bill be now rend a second timne.

HON. SIR EDWARD WITTENOOM
(North) [4.43]:
1 am not clear about
this. Had there been a plan, it would hare
helped us to understand the position. I
know Adelaide-street, and I know Queenstreet a little. I am not eleni where this
land to be soldl is, or what the alterations
are: whether it is north or south of Adelaide-street. 'Mr. Gray said it was on the
south side. Does that mean that it is closing
lip the whole street south of Adelaidestreet 7
lion. E. H. Gray: NO.
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THE HONORARY MINISTER (Mon.
W. H. Kitsun-West) [4.44): 1 understand
this is a matter of urgency and that the
portion of land it is desired to sell
When these blocks were
is very smnall.
purchased by the Fremantle Municipal
Council with the idea of making a street
through from Adelaide-street to Cantonint-street, it was not realised that the
boundaries of those blocks were not in a
It was not until the
stagtline.
street hed been made and permission
had been given to build, that the
concid reatlised there was no power to
transfer. The Bill is required to straighten
out the transaction for the disposal of the
surplus piece of land. From my own know.
ledge I can assure members%that the proposal is quite in order, although I agree it
would have been far more satisfactory had
a plan been made available. On the score
of urgency I ask the House to accept the
assurance given by Mr. Gray and myself
and agree to the second reading.
1
HON. G. FRASER (West) (4.46]:
also can assure members Ihat they have
nothing to Leer in passing the Bill. The
Fremantle council went to some trouble and
expense to secure land in order to make the
new street. As the Honorary Minister has
stated, owing to the blocks not running true
from one street to the other, it was found
when the road was made that there was a
little elbow onl each side of the street. The
difficulty on tile one side was overcome by
the purchase of additional land, hut it was
impossible to overcome the difficulty on the
other side because the elbow jutted on to
the road.
Hon. Sir Edward Wittenoom: It will not
necessitate thle destruction of any building?
Hon. G. FRASER: No; it is necessary
to permit of a building in course of erection
being continued. It is a matter of urgency
because the building has been comnme nced.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.
In committee.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported -without -Anendmient, and
the report adoptea.

BILL-ELECTORAL ACT AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.
Debate resumed from the previous day.

HON. SIR WILLIAM LATELAIN
(Metropolitan- Sutbu rban [4,50] The clauses
of this Bill are much better understood by
certain members of the House than by me
because of their wide experience of such
matters. The only point upon which I desire to speak is the impl-ortance of the
measure in v'iew of thle Electoral. Districts
Act Amendment Bill that is now before the
House and the alterations that may be
made in the boundaries of the various districts. It would have been wiser to defer
consideration of this Bill until -we knew exactly how the proposed redistribution of
seats would affect it. Mr. Seddon yesterday
entered into some detail and that was one
of the points lie made. While it may not
lbe possible at the present juncture to adopt
a joint roll for the Commonwealth and the
State, it may be possible under the redistribution. T desire more information as to
how this measure will be affected by the
Elllectoral Districts Act Amendment Bill.
Mr. Harris and MN-r.Seddon may be regarded almost as specialists on this question, and I candidly admit that I am guided
largely by their opinions.
The fact that
the' Bill affecting the boundaries of the
electorates will be discussed in the coulrse
of a few days leads me to sutggest that it
would be wise to hold over this measure for
the time being.
(South)
WOlf. C. B. WILLIAMS
[4.521: T oppose the Bill on the ground
that until such time as Federal and State
boundaries coincide it is useless to consider
suchl a measure. Tn may district we have
Boulder, Hatnens and Brown Hill-Ivanhoe
for the State, but for Federal purposes they
are altogether different. I do not see why
conifiis ion shoulId be muade worse tha n it is at
present by carryiog a Bill for joint electoral
rolls. If the Federal divisions coincided with
the State boundaries, I would agree to joint
rolls, hut until such time as the boundaries
do coincide I shiall oppose such a measure.
The confusion under existing conditions is
bad enough, as those people responsible for
getting electors onl the roll are aware. I
may mention that in Boulder Vivian-street
is the State boundary. whereas Hopkins-
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street is the Federal boundary, and I do not
see how that difficulty could be overcome.
It would be necessary to fill in two different
claim cards for the same Federal division,
one by people Eying on one side of the
strect. and another by people living on the
opposite side of the street. I am also averse
to handing over any more departments of
the State to the Federal Government.
Oin motion by lion. AV. T. Glasheen, cebate adjourned.
BILL-WATER BOARDS ACT
AMENDMENT.
In Committee.
Hon. J. 17. Krwan in the Chair; the
Chief Secretary in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1-agreed to.
Clause 2-Water supply in agricultural
and other areas by means of tanks, etc.:
Hon. V. HAMIERSLEY:
I move an
entThat the words. ''Whenever wells, tanks and
other similar wlaterworks have been or mar
hereafter be provided by the Department of
Public Works in agricultural or other areas''
be struck out, wit), a view to inserting "In
every case where the Public Works Department
has expended or may hereafter expend money
in providling a water supply in agricultural
d'iem n

.areas. 1

The clause as drafted wvill ap~ply throughout
the State to wvells on main roads that may
have been provided years ago for the use of
t;.e travelling public, and to wells on stock
routes. I do not think that is the intention
of the Government, but we should take no
risk. The intention should be clearly stated
so that the measure will apply to agricultural districts only.
Hon. H. .J. Velland: Will not your
,amendment cut cut all the wells and dams
put dIown in the agricultural areas?
Hon. V. HAMEE SLEY: No.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: The Solicitor-General points out that Mr. Hamersley
could accomplish hi: object by striking out
the words "or other' Iso that the clause would
specify "agricultural areas." I am not entirely in favour of that because, in the near
future, it nray, he necessary to provide a
wrater supply for a new mining centre, and
the Government would not have power to do
it under the niea-are, which would have to
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be amended. All we are concerned about at
present is the agricultural areas.
Hon. V. Haniersicy:
If you provided
waterworks in a mining centre you could
not charge on the acreage basis.
The CHIEF SFECRETARY: The charge
in towns would be levied on the annual
value, not on the acreage basis.
Hon. J. J. HOLMES: I understood the
Minister proposed to move for the deletion
of the words "or other."
The Chief Secretary:
I suggested that
they might be deleted.
Hon,. J. J. HOLMES: Have the agricultural areas ever been definedq We are
extending them every week and I should like
to know what the definition of agricultural
areas is.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: It is not
necessary' to define every word in a Bill.
The ordinary commonsense meaning is to
be given to "ag-ricultural area" and "mining
area."
Hon. J. J. HOLMES: The Bill requires
careful examination; otherwise its passage
may result in additional taxation being fimposed.
The Government might put up a
standpipe in a district and then levy a
charge of 2d. per acre on every settler,
whether hie wanted the water or not. A settler wvith a flock of sheep who was located
close to a standpipe could easily use up the
whole supply, whereupon the settler coming
along with a cart would not be able to
obtain any wvater.
Hon. A. LOVEKLIN: I agree that the
term "agricultural area" should be defined,
especially as it is also used in electoral legislation. Could it be said that the Kalgoorlie district, for instance, is not agricultural?
Certainly it is agricultural towards Esperante.

The CHIEF SECRETARY:

The Gov-

erninent would not undertake to provide a
water supply unless it was required, whether
in an agricultural or in a mining area, since
considerable capital expenditure would be
involved. The Government would not be so
foolish a to embark upon the establishment
of a supply unless there was a population
requiring it.
Hon. J. J. HOLMES: There are two
classes of settlers-the one who tries to
hell) himself, and the other who wants the
Government to do everything for him, the
latter class being preponderant to-day.
Some settlers provide their own water, and
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their neighbours could do the same if they
cared to go to -the expense. However, they
want the Government to do it for them, and
then the former class would be penalised.
The areas in which water supplies have been
provided should be defined in the Bill; and
if those areas are to be added to, it will
only mean an nmeuding Bill of one clause
from year to year. Under the measure as
it stands, there might be unreasonably heavy
rating, as future Governments will be looking for revenue in all directions.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: The various
representatives of the agricultural industry
in this Chamber should know whether the
Bill is required or not, and I would be glad
The
of an expression of their opinions.
Government will no'. establish additional
water supplies unless the revenue is likely
to cover interest and maintenance. There
have been abundant requests from agricultural areas for water supplies, and therefore the Bill is necessary
Bona. W. T. GLASHEEN: Part of the
Bill is necessary, hut part of it is impracticable. Legislation for supplying dry areas
with water is certainly necessary and also
welcome. However, Clause 2 contains matters which wilt not work out in practice.
The average size of tank excavated by the
Government in agricultural areas is about
2,000 cubic yards. In a few cases the size
runs up to 5,000 yards. The average contract price for die excavation of a tank of
2,000 yards is 2s, 6d, per yard, whichi means
a total cost of £250 for excavation. The
people resident around the dam site are to
be rated, then, to provide interest and sinking fund on an expenditure of £250. The
interest would be about £12 per annum,
and the sinking fund a similar amount.
Thus the total annual obligation on the
district for that particular dam would be
£25. To rate the residents within a radius
of seven or eight miles for such an amount
would be ridiculous. Collction would cost
miore than the amount of the rates, In the
ease of a well, the capital expenditure might
be ais low as £50, in respect of which rating
would be still more impracticable.
There
are water schemes and water schemes. A
scheme with a standpipe, as described by
the Chief Secretary, -would cost at least
£5000, and the limitation of the Bill to
schemes of that size or larger would make
thle measure practical, Anyone holding the
view that a farm having a tank and a stand-

pipe on some portion of its area is adequately supplied with water does not know
much about the subject. Every farm must
be subdivided, and in order to be carried on
ia a practical way must have a water supply
I believe the
in almost every paddock.
Chief Secretary said no one would be
allowed to reticulate from a standpipe into
different paddocks. The argument as to a
farm with a tank, therefore, will not bear
investigation. As regards serving a f airsized community the Bill is all right, but,
to apply it to dams and wells for small
coninities is beyond the bounds of the
practical.
owy much water
Hon. J. J. Holmes.
would a 2,000-yard dam hold?
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I must ask
lion, members to confine their remarks to
the amendment before the Chair.
Hon. NN. T. GLASHEEN: I intended my
remarks as ant indication to the Chief Secretary of the views of an agricultural mecmber.
Ho r. HAMTERSLEY: My object in
moving the amendment is to lessen the scope
of the clause, because I consider it altogether too wide,
As it is, the provisions
could he applied to every- small -dam that
had been put. down, merely because somec
water was supplied.
'My amendment implies something quite different. The inclusion of the words "a water supply in agricultural areas" must surely mean the provision of supplies sufficient to be reticulated
for the requirements of the people of a
district.
In the past the Public Works
Department has spent money in puttinig in
dams that have mover held water. it would
he unfair to regard the district where such
a dam had been put down as a water area,
mecrely because the department had spent
money on the dam. If that were so, the
people of the area concerned could be rated
at 3d. per acre. The Minister can aceepi
the assurance of country members that wc
recognise the Government require additional
powers to overcnme difficulties that havE
arisen because some people have not pai
in accordaince with the agreements enterc&
into, This question has been discussed foi
many years, and the only difficulty is tc
define thle proper way of levying the chargi
upon those who should pay the tax, whifi
not at the same time burd ening those wh(
should not have to shoulder any such im
post.
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The CHIEF SECRETARY: I thought I
inade it clear, when moving the second reading, of the Bill and subsequently when speaking on the clause, that the Ooyernment did
not intend to levy rates in respect of water
supples; sucb as those. to which Mr. Clasheen
Shortly after I took office
hasi referred.
f had an application from a constituent of
mine in the Daiwalliu district, with regard
to a water supply. At that time the Agricultural Bank made advances for the purpose of constructing tanks of 1,000 cubic
yards capacity.
Subsequently an amendment was made to the regulations and the
bank was able to advance money to each
settler for the construction of a 2,000-cubic
Yard tank.
Hon. W. T. Glasheen:. I refer-red to tanks
put down by "b Government.
The CHIEF SECRETARjY: It would be
ridiculIous for the Government to levy a rate
in respect of darns such as 'Mr. Glasheen
referred to.
What the Government hare
in view is such work as may be entailed
when it is necessary to line tanks, to cover
them, or to connect them up with windmills
and overhead tanks.
Hon. W. T. Glasheen: It does not say
that in 'the Bill.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: Surely it
will not be argued that the Government
should make themselv-es ridiculous and conteinPtible in the eyes of the public by putting down a 2,000-cubic yard tank and then
ratv the people of the district served to
neet interest, sinking fund and maintenance
2hnrges that, at the rate of 8 per cent, on
QSO0, would amount to £20 per annum! II
inve not had time to make any calculations
nit it seems to me that a 2,000-cubic yard
Lank would hold about 3.50,000 gallons
hvhen full.
Hon, H., A. Stephenson: You will not find
meo in a hundred that holds that quantity!
The CHIEF SECRETARY: How many
;ett lets hare that supply on their farms,
ind how many head of stock would that
luantity of water provide for?
Hon. AV. T. Glasheen: The point is that
inder the clause you could rate that disnect.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: Of course,
ve could rate the district for a hole in the
.round 1
Hfon. H., STEWART: In view of the
Thef cectary's remarks, the only logical
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deduction to be drawn is that he should
bave no objection to the amendment. I
understood the Minister to say he would
move an amendment that would affect the
application of the Bill to old works.
The Chief Secretary: I will move that
later on.
Hon. H. STEWART: The object of the
amendment is to make the Bill apply as
the Minister says the Government desire
The 'Minister has pointed
it to operate.
Out that the Government do not want to
make use of the measure for revenue production from small works, and all we desire
to do is to alter the clause so that it will
niot be left open to any such construction.
If it were provided that the clause should
not apply unless a certain amount of money
had been spent on the water supply, it
would do away with the possibility of confusion.
Hon. J. 5. HOLMIES: I gathered from
the remarks of the Chief Secretary that
water supplies had been provided in some
areas, and that some of the users of the
water had failed to pay in accordance with
the agreement entered into, hence the reason for making the measure retrospective.
1 think it would be more simple if the Bill
wvere made to alpply to defined areas where
that difficulty had arisen. If the Governmeat subsequently desired to extend the provisions of the measure to other districts, it
would mevrely involve a small amendment
later on. Instead of giving the Government
the rig-ht to levy a rate of 3d. in the pound,
as suggested in the Bill, 'why should -we not
limit that right to given areas where dufculties; have arisen!
Hon. V. Hamerslcy: Whbere people have
areed to pay, but hav-e neglected to fulfl)
their obligations.
Hon. 5. J. HOLMMSf : If those people
asked for water supplies, the Government
should be in a position to make them pay.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: The amendment I propose to move will exempt land
from rating in respect of costs prior to the
1st January, 1025. That is when I introduced the l egislation dealing with rock
catchmnents and other means of providing
water supplies.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon. V. HA-KERSLEY: I have already
stated the words I propose to insert in lieu
of those struck out, but I wish to add to the
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amendment I have indicated so as to proHon, V. HAMJERSLEY:
I move ai
xide that the wvater supply shall be of a amendmentsufficient capacity to meet the reasonable
That in paragraph (a) "prescribed"' bi
requirements of ratepayers within the area struck out, and alter "'distance'"-the wordi
to be rated That being so, I move the fol- ''of five miles" be inserted.
lowing anaendn ent :The paragraph will then read, "A wate
That the woi ~ds ''in every ease. where tie
area may be stated to comprise all lsni
Public Waiks Department has expended or
within a distance of five miles from suel
may hereafter expend money in providing
water workd." A person living quite elosi
a waster supply of sufficient capacity to supplystnpe
come along with his
to a sadiemay
the reasonable requirements of the ratepayers
stock and use uip all the water. Anothei
within the area to be rated in agricultural
areas'' be inser ted in lieu of those struck out.
tuna eight or ten miles out might have V
wa it a considerable time. We should there
or
tak
SECREARY:A
The CIEF
SECREARY:A tak or fore define the distance. The word "pre
dam may be of suffieient capacity in a norscribed" means nothing; the distance ma'
mel season to meet requirements, but sup- be five miles or it'may be 25 miles.
pose we have a drought like that of 19141
fon. A. LOYETCN: Does the hon. memn
Then 1 do not think it would matter. Who
her require this amendment after thd
would finance the scheme in such circumaineninent just passed by the Committe4
which compels the Government to provi4i
stances? Wh4 owould determine whether
the tank was of sufficient capacity? How
a scheme of "sufficient capacity"! Surell
iown what were the reason- then a limit of five miles is not wantvd.
would it be k-a
Hon. Sir WILLIAM LATELAIN: Ac
able req uircmf ists of the settler?
cording to the statement of the Chief Sec
Amendment put and a division taken
retary the reticulation may go a distane'
with the folio'wing result:live miles, and the water carried evex
of
11
Ayes
9 beyond that distance from a particula:
Noes
stand pipe or the source of supply.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: It i-; evi
Majorit) for ..
2
den tly desired by Mr. Hamersley that n(
one shall be supplied with water excep
those 'who are within five miles of thi
AYES.
source of supply. He proposes to restric
Hion, J. Nicholson
the area to five miles and it will be an oh
Han. J. T. Fran~Jln
Han.
Han.
Hion.
Han.
Han.

W. T. 01.asheen
V. Hamei Seley
J, .1. Hal mee
0. A- Xem] pton
Sir W. Li Mtbain

Hon.
Hon,
Hon.
Ran.
Han.

J.
J.
W.
A.
0.

lMon, E. RoseliainothGoen

rvo].

nteGvrmn
osreo)
lgto
those within that radius. Unless aetualli
prohibited, those outside that radius coals
take any quantity of water and pay n4
rates.
The result would be that thos4
within the five miles would be penalise(

Bon. H. Seddon

frteamnsrto
frteamnsrto

NOES.
R. Brain
M. Dr ew
H. KtiH~on
Lorekiin
W. Mi]Lea

nto

Han. H. Stewart
Hon. H. J. Telland
Hon. C. H. Wittenomn
(Teller.)

Hon. IH.A. Stephenson
Hon. Sir E. Wittenoom
Han. 9. H. Gray

(Teller.)

Alimendment thus passed.
Hon. A. LO~VEKTNT\: I suggest that before wre finally pass the Bill lion. members
should reconsi der the question raised by
the amendmnen t we have just carried. So
e, i tht
measnoe ofthe
fa r as I can %c
)ssibl enputihand, o tl
scheines can 1)
)ssily
putin
b hnd.
H-on. G. W.' MILES: Can we at this
stage cut out the closing words; of the
amendment?
A N:oN, it will he necesTime CHAIR
sarvy to recomrnit the Bill to do that.

fteshm

hc

he
fteshm
was being participated in by those -1-0 or P,
miles away.
Hon, J. J. HOLMWES: Instead of makin
it g.eneral, we should define the areas ti
be supplied. There is no equity in makin,
the man -within a radius of five miles pal
ra tes while the m an fi ve miles and on e yarn
away can come in and get as much ivate:
as he likes for nothing. We should defini
the areas in the Bill, and if necessary, MK
tend those areas from time to time. if thi
Minister will look into that aspect, lie wit
agpree that it is a right course to follow.
Hon. H. A. STEPHENSON: The amend
ment will endeavour to do what Mr. Holme.
sugzgests the Leader of the House shonli
do, that is, define the area as being writhii
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a radius of five miles from the source of
supply.
Hon. J. J. Holmes: What supply?
Hon. H. A. STEPHENSON:
Water
supplies are what we are dealing with. The
Chief Secretary ias pointed out that those
who live beyond the five-udile radius will be
able to come and draw water. How are we
ging to define tie area, unless we make it a
radius of 25 mniles. which would be absurd.
Hon. J. J. Holmes: Even then the same
thing would apply.
Hon. H. A. STEPHENSON: That is so.
Mr. Hamiersicy wishes to define it as a radius
of five miles, but he has no consideration
whatever for the men beyond the 5-mile
radius. The whole thing is in an absolute
muddle and it will take some time to frame
amendments that will make the scheme a
workable one. Defining the areas will not
get us over the difficulty
Hon. J. Nicholson: Without the amendment, the areas will be prescribed by regulation.
Hon. J. J. Holmes: It is done in the
metropolitan ares.
Hon. H. A. STEPHENSON:
That is
quite a different thing. It has been claimed
that settlers who have their own supplies
should he exempt.
Hon. E. H. Gray: They are not exempt
in the metropolitan area.
Hon. H. A. STEPHENSON: All settlers
in a given district pay practically the same
money to the Crown for their land. Thousands of them have not any watei at all on
their blocks, whereas here and there we find
a man lucky enough to have a soak on his
property. Such a man should have no objection to paying s~omething towards the cost
of a scheme to serve all in the community.
Hon. H. Stewart: What is the good of
one soak on a tarm0
The CHAIRMAN:
Order! That will
come later. At present are are dealing with
an amendment to paragraph (a).
Hon. V. TIAMERSLEY: The Bill, I understand, deals with certain supplies that
have been put in in the agricultural areas.
Such schemes appear to be too expensive to
reticulate, as is done in the city or towns,
for the Bill refers, to supplies with standpipes. Consequently, the source of supply is
the standpipes, and I wish to define an area
of a 5-mile radius so that if it is desired to
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embrace another area, the department must
set up another standpipe to rope in another
lot of settlers.
Hon. J1. Nicholson: And you think that
five miles is a reasonable distance over which
to cart; water.
Hon. V. HflWRSLEY: That is my idea.
There should be some distance beyond
which another standpipe must be set up to
serve the requirements of the people.
Hon. A. Lovekin: What size are these
standpipes?
Hon. V. HAiMELISLEY: I do not know.
These schemes are fairly small.
Hon. H. A. Stephenson: Would the pipeline be big enough to stand topping indefinitelyl'
Hon. V. HAMNERSLEY:
Some people,
no doubt, would not hesitate to tap it
wherever it is convenient to them.
Hon,. Sir WILLIAM LATHLAIN: The
amendment does not make the position dlear.
Paragraph (a) states distinctly "from such
water-works." That is where the water is supplied from. The staindpipe may be five miles
away from the waterworks. It cannot be
said that the standpipe is the wvaterworks.
Hon. 11. STEWART: As I understand,
Mr. Holmes would like to see the existing
schemes mentioned in the Bill, and let the
Government collect their revenue. In the
dry areas, those schemes are very necessary.
Thle Government have rendered a valuable
service by going on with this work, which
the previous Government failed to do. We
do not want the Government to be deprived
of their just rev(:rnue from the work. I see
no objection to Mr. Holmes's proposal, hut
Mr. Hamersley's nmendment to insert a definite mileage is unnecessary. We have a sufficient safeguard in knowing that the work
is to be of sufficient capacity to supply certain settlers, who shall be rated. To endeavour to fix a mileage is to strain after something wye cannot embody in the Bill. I symnpathise with Ifr. Haniersley's intention,
but he has to remember that in a
time of stress settlers will come 30
miles for water, even if they have
no legal right to it; and if the water is
there, no person in authority would be able
to refuse it. We all realise the value of
the work done by the Government and we
do not want to be2 obstructionists, but still
we should see to it that the legislation
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passed is not so loose that nl some time or
other trouble will occnr in consequence of
it.
Hon. J. J. HOLMES: 'Mr. Stephenson
asked how the area was to he defined. I
think the area is defined already. All the
schemes and areas have distinctive names.
and so all we have to do is to include those
names in the Bill. I congratulate the Goverment upon having gone to trouble and
expense in providing those settlers wvith
water. Although not an agricultural memnher, I do sincerely congratulate thle Governmient upon what they have done in this
respect. Also I want to see them paid for
what they have done, but not for what they
may do in thle future. Since thle areas are
already named, it will be a simple matter to
make the Bill apply to themn.
Amendment put and negatived.
Hon. V. HAMEESLEY:
amtendment-

I move an

That the following proviso be added to stand
ais paragraph (v) :-"Thiat where land is iui
eluded in a, rateable area whbicb belongs to an
owner who has at his own expense provided a
suifficient wafter Supply for his own exclusive
use on such lanid he shall be exempt from
rates."
The Leader of the House, I know, takes
strong exception to the pr'Yflciple in the
amendment. But in miany -listricts people
have spent large sums of money in providing their own water supplies, and so have
been the means of opening up the locality.
Others, coming in later, have not attempted
to provide their own supplies, but have
waited for the Government to come along.
We require to encourage the settlers to go
on doing the work that has been done in
the past. I have in mind half a dozen
settlers who have spent enormous sums in
providing private water supplies. In many
instances, those private supplies have been
made available to new settlers while those
new settlers were getting established. Yet
those new settlers, instead of installing
their own supplies, have entered into
agreements with the Government for a
Government scheme; and so those who have
put in their own supplies at their own expense are new to be rated th provide water
for those who waited for the Government
scheme. Some differential treatment should
be given to those who have provided their
own schemes. They should be exempt, and

so get a consideration that 'vilt be an inducement to others to put in their own supplies. Wherever schemes are provided the
supply will not he too great, and those
settlers who provide sufficient water for
their own use will be relieving the Governineat schemes.
Hon. W. T. GLAISHEEN: I support the
amendment, but I cannot sag I am in agreemcent with Mr. Vlamerstey's contention that
a settler distant fromi a wamer supply and
rated for it would be discouraged from
The
putting in a supply of his own.
rate would not be much and, if he
failed to put in his own supply, he
would probably lose £500 in wvater carting.
While a resident of the city mighlt
provide a supply of his own by tapping underground water or expending £20
onl a galvanised iron tank, when a man
starts to equip a farm a water supply would
cost him probably 41,500 or more.
Hon. A. Lovekia: Oh, oh!
Hon. W. T. GLASHEEN: I amn on the
job and I could not put mine in for less
than1 £:2,000.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I oppose the
amendment. At one -stage the Minister for
Ag-ricultural Water Supplies was inclined
to viewl it sympathetically, but he soon
recognised that to accept it would be violatIn
ing at generally recognised principle.
all tie States of Australia, once a Government scheme is provided, thle people of the
cities and towns are taxed regardless of
whether they possess supplies of their own.
Some private snpplies appear to be capable
of giving ample water, but in dry seasons
they fail to mneet requirements. The fact
of a Government scheme being provided for
a large number of settlers must tend to increase the value of a holding on :whicb provision has already Ibeen made. A district
that has a bad name in the matter of water
supply is not likely to meet with any attention front people wishing to acquire land,
but the very fact of having a scheme would
tend to increase the land values of settlers
w~ho have supplies as well of settlers who
have not. The principle contained in the
amendment cannot be recognised by the
department.
Hon. V. HAMERSLEY: Because there
are brigands in other parts is no 'reason
why there should be brigands all round.
The men out back are ready to do their fair
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share and fall into line wherever possible,
but it is only just that special consideration
sliould be given in instances such as I have
mentioned.
Amendment put and a division taken with
the following result-Ayes
Noe0.3
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11on. J. Nictoleon
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Hon. H. Stewart
H-In. C, H. Wittenoom,
Bon. H. J. Teilmud
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IHon. Sir 3. Wittenoom
J1. hl. Drew
Hon, 19, H. Gray
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Hon.
Hon.
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Amendment thus passed.
The CHIEF SECRETARY: I move an
.amendmentThat

the following

proviso be added:-

(vi) That land shall not be rateable in respect of the cost of works constructed prior
to the first day of January, 1925."

Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.
Clauise 3, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with amendments.
Hoause adjourned at 6.14 p.m.

The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

ASSENT TO BILLS.
Mfessage from the Governor received and
read notifying assent to the under-mentioned Bills.1, IPearling Act Amendment.
2, Dried Fruits Act Amendment.
3, iNavigation Act Amendment.
4, Fertilisers.
QUESTION-RAILWAY PROJECT,
KALOARIN.
Hon. E. H. H. HALL (for Hon. W. T.
(Ilasheen) asked the Chief Secretary : 1,
What is the cause of the delay of the Govemnient in bringing down a Bill to authorise
the construction of a railway to serve the
Kalgarin settlers? 2, Will such a Bill be
introduced before the close of the present
session!7
The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:
1,
and 21. The matter is receiving consideration.

EUs-HAREOURS

AND JETTIES.

Introduced by the Honorary Minister and
read a first time.
BILL-ROAD CLOSURE.

(QUEEN STREET.)
Read a third time and transmitted to
the Assembly.

BILLr-WATEOR BOARDS ACT
AMENDMENT.
Report of Committee adopted.

